Thirty Upperclassmen Turn Out For Start Of Soccer Campaign

Eight Missing From Garcia's Previous Team

Garcia Issues Call For Players, Aides

President Welcomes Frosh At Reception

Assembly Will Consider Proposed Resolution Today

President's Board Will Agree To Consideration Of Several New Resolutions

Blue Jays Pared To Snatch Green Gremkins Into Divided Activities

Rush Hour Ends As Flights Leave For Fall Break

Staff Talks: September 23, 1955


class of '55 is the kind of guy you want to have around. He was a nice easy-going guy. It came as quite a shock when he was hit with the news of his lay-off. He turned to the world of sports for comfort, and found it in the form of his beloved football team. Later as we approached the end of the season, we knew he was going to be a valuable addition to the team. But unfortunately, his potential in you. In digging through his past, we found that he had been a member of the varsity team for three years, and had shown great promise in the position of quarterback. We were all shocked when we heard that he was going to be a freshman. However, as we spent time with him, we came to understand his reasoning. He felt that he needed a break from the constant pressure of being a varsity player, and that a year off would allow him to recharge his batteries and come back stronger. We all wish him the best of luck as he begins his new role in college.
Wednesday evening Debate Council presented a meeting between the Delegates of the Senate and the President, "Two Thursday nights a month," to be reserved on the social calendar for the activities of the Senate. As time goes on, it may be considered for other groups.

This would be very useful to such organizations as Debate Council, The Student Senate, Intercollegiate Association, Press Bureau, New Types of Government Committee, and other such organizations that now meet on Thursday evenings because their members are involved in Student Government which meets on Thursday evenings.

The religious clubs also hold under the banner of Student Government and are considered to hold meetings on Thursday nights, allowing no other groups to hold meetings. It is true that religious clubs are very important and need a time to meet when everybody's schedules are cleared up, but all groups do not have meetings on Thursday nights. It is suggested that religious clubs have the right to hold meetings that students are required to attend and that students have the right to have time to attend the meetings of all groups.

A religious club that desires exclusive use of one night a week, then technically any other group on campus could request that a certain night be left free for that religious club. It seems logical that any club, student body, or religious club, should have the right to hold meetings that are not held free in the week of another group.

For those interested in good eating: Come to the SNACK BAR
Addition to Richardson Hall Rapidly Progressing; To Provide Rooms For Dramatics, Music Departments

Construction on the addition to Richardson Hall will continue at such a point that a majority of the work is expected to be completed by the end of the year. The new building will provide a large dressing room, a costume and make-up room, and three dressing rooms, and contains also an adjoining room for the storage of instruments (all on the agenda for the afternoon caving expedition to Austen's Glen).

Additional classroom and five offices will be announced Nancy Gade '57, Chairman of the Board of Visitors, as "in northwest corner of new heating plant."

The principal aim of the construction work is to connect these rooms with the third floor of Richardson.

In addition to new facilities for the Dramatics Department, the additional classrooms and five offices will be connected to the third floor of Richardson.

The principal aim of the construction work is to connect these rooms with the third floor of Richardson.

New facilities for the Dramatics Department include a dressing room, a costume and make-up room, and three dressing rooms.

Of the event. Other members of the group will return at 5:30 p.m. from the Commons.

*

College Regulations:

1. Lost, and found box is located in the lounge, cafeteria, Commons, and Page Hall.
2. Found articles are to be placed in the lost and found in the lounge, cafeteria, Commons, and Page Hall.
3. Coke bottles are to be put back in the lounge, cafeteria, Commons, and Page Hall.
4. This lounge is for quiet study and college function or recognized club use.

The principal aim of the construction work is to connect these rooms with the third floor of Richardson.
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